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The question concerning the physical realizability of a probability distribution is of quite importance
in Quantum foundations. Specker first pointed out that this question cannot be answered from
Kolmogorov’s axioms alone. Lately, this observation of Specker has motivated simple principles
(exclusivity principle/ local orthogonality principle) that can explain quantum limit regarding the
possible sets of experimental probabilities in various nonlocality and contextuality experiments.
We study Specker’s observation in the simplest scenario involving three inputs each with two
outputs. Then using only linear constraints imposed on joint probabilities by this principle, we reveal
unphysical nature of Garg-Mermin (GM) correlation. Interestingly, GM correlation was proposed to
falsify the following suggestion by Fine: if the inequalities of Clauser and Horne (CH) holds, then
there exists a deterministic local hidden-variable model for a spin-1/2 correlation experiment of the
Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen type, even when more than two observables are involved on each side. Our
result establishes that, unlike in the CH scenario, the local orthogonality principle at single copy level
is not equivalent to the no-signaling condition in the GM scenario.
Introduction – The origin of probability theory, like
many other branches of mathematics, lies in physical
observation associated with the occurrence of different
possible events/outcomes of an experiment, viz., coin
tossing, rolling a dice etc. With time it becomes an in-
creasingly large area of study in mathematics which also
finds useful applications in different areas of physics–
starting from the study of Brownian motion to statistical
physics to quantum mechanics.
In this article we study a very naive question that
goes back to the origin of the relation between math-
ematics and a physical theory, in particular, physical
realizability of a mathematically well defined probability
distribution. More explicitly we focus on the question
whether an arbitrary probability distribution satisfying
Kolmogorov’s axioms can always be realized in some
physical experiment. Specker first noticed that the ques-
tion of physical realizability of probability distributions
can not be answered from Kolmogorov’s axioms alone
[1] (see [2] for English translation). He actually pointed
out that if each pair of a set of experimental outcomes
are exclusive alternatives in some measurement, then
their probabilities are consistent with the existence of
a further measurement in which they are all exclus-
ive. This observation was used by Wright to show that
simple sets of events allow probabilities such that their
sum can exceed the maximum classical value [3], and
this concept is also strongly related to orthomodularity
and orthocoherence [4].
In the recent past, this particular observation of
Specker has gained renewed interest and different re-
searchers have studied closely related version of it under
different names:- exclusivity (E) principle [5], local ortho-
gonality (LO) principle (when applied to nonlocality) [6],
consistent exclusivity (CE) principle [7]. These principles
have proved to be useful towards a more unified under-
standing of quantum contextuality [8, 9] and nonloc-
ality [10–13], in particular, nonlocal scenario involving
more than two parties [5–7, 14–16]. Different other in-
formation theoretic/physical principles like information
causality (IC) [17], macroscopic locality (ML) [18] along
with other methods [19–22] have also been introduced
to point out unphysical correlations in the bipartite scen-
ario. The LO principle, likewise IC and ML, serves the
same purpose in bipartite scenario, but its domain of ap-
plicability is not limited to bipartite scenario alone as in
the case of IC and ML [6]. For the single party scenario
E-principle has also been successfully used to explain
limited noncontextual behavior of quantum theory [5].
On the other hand, in a recent work [23] Henson has
established interesting connection between this principle
and a generalized version of Sorkin’s idea of ‘lack of
(irreducible) third-order interference’ [24].
While studying the nonlocality scenario, the authors
in [6] have proved (originally shown in [25, 26]) that
the constraints imposed by LO principle on the bipart-
ite correlation is equivalent to the no-signaling (NS)
constraints and hence linear on joint probabilities. How-
ever, LO principle, while applied to several copies of a
device imply non-linear constraint on the joint probab-
ility distribution and turns out to be very powerful for
ruling out non-quantum correlations, viz, the canonical
Popescu-Rohrlich (PR) correlation [27]. Interestingly, in
this article we show that the equivalence between single
copy LO and NS as established in [6, 25, 26] is restrictive
in a sense. We show that there exists situation where the
constraint imposed by LO at single copy level can rule
out non-quantum correlations even though they satisfy
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2Figure 1. (a) Single-party black box scenario. xi denotes input
and correspondingly oi the output. E-principle concerns the
scenario whenever a joint distribution {P(o1...ok|x1...xk)} exists
for a set of inputs {xi}ki=1. In general the output oi are multi-
valued, but here we consider oi ∈ {0, 1}. (b) Two-party black
box scenario. Joint distributions of the type {P(oAi oBj |xAi xBj )}
always exist for all i, j.
the NS conditions. To show this we consider a class of
bipartite correlations introduced by Garg and Mermin
(GM) [28]. The GM correlation has been proposed as
a counterexample for the suggestion by Fine [29, 30]
that if the inequalities of Clauser and Horne hold [31]
for each set of four observables, two from each side
then there exists a hidden-variable model for a spin-1/2
correlation experiment of the Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen
[32] type even when more than two observables are con-
sidered on each side. Though Horodecki and Horodecki
in Ref. [33] pointed out that GM correlations cannot be
realizable by bi-partite two-qubit quantum mechanical
state, they did not exclude a more sophisticated exper-
iments for the physical realization of GM correlations.
We prove the strongest no-go result in this direction by
showing that GM correlations cannot be realizable in
any physical theory. The unphysicality of GM correl-
ations is established using the constraints imposed by
E-principle at single copy level only.
The set up – We consider the ‘black box’ framework
which contemplates the probability distributions on the
outputs/outcomes given some inputs/measurements
and also considers correlations among outcomes of meas-
urements in multipartite scenarios. This approach makes
no assumptions on the internal working of the measure-
ment devices (hence the name ‘black box’ framework)
and also it does not consider the post measurement state
of the system [See Fig.1]. By e = (o1o2...on|x1x2...xn)
we denote an event that the outcomes o1, o2, ..., on
are respectively obtained when the compatible tests
x1, x2, ..., x3 are performed. For multipartite scenario
superscripts will be used to denote different parties,
e.g., (oA1 o
A
2 ...o
B
1 o
B
2 ...|xA1 xA2 ...xB1 xB2 ...), where xAi ’s (xBi ’s) de-
notes inputs of Alice (Bob) with corresponding out-
puts oAi (o
B
i ). Whenever there is no confusion the su-
PPPPPPPinput
output
00 01 10 11
x1x2 c12 m1 − c12 m2 − c12 1−m1 −m2 + c12
x2x3 c23 m2 − c23 m3 − c23 1−m2 −m3 + c23
x1x3 c13 m1 − c13 m3 − c13 1−m1 −m3 + c13
Table I. Three-input two-output bi-joint ND probability dis-
tributions, where mi := P(oi = 0|xi) and cij := P(oi = oj =
0|xixj). Positivity conditions imply for all the element in the
table.
perscript will be avoided in general. Two events are
called exclusive if they cannot be simultaneously true,
i.e., e = (o1o2...on|x1x2...xn) and e′ = (o′1o′2...o′n|x′1x′2...x′n)
are exclusive if for some i (at least one) oi 6= o′i whereas
xi = x′i . Exclusivity principle places a constraint that
the sum of the probabilities of pairwise exclusive events
{ej} cannot exceed unity, i.e., ∑j P(ej) ≤ 1.
Three-input two-output scenario – Consider the scenario
with three inputs {x1, x2, x3} each with binary outputs
o1, o2, o3 ∈ {0, 1}. Also consider that all the three bi-joint
probability distributions {P(oioj|xixj)}i<j exist. The tri-
joint probability distribution {P(o1o2o3|x1x2x3)} may or
may not exist. We also consider the probability consist-
ency condition, i.e.,
P(o1|x1) :=∑
o2
P(o1o2|x1x2) =∑
o3
P(o1o3|x1x3), (1)
and similar conditions for the other single marginals.
These conditions are also known as no-disturbance (ND)
principle [34]. General three bi-joint probability distri-
bution box satisfying the ND principle can be expressed
as in the Table-I.
We are interested in the question whether such a
probability box will be realized in some physical scen-
ario. One trivial answer to this question is that if a
tri-joint probability distribution {P(o1o2o3|x1x2x3)} ex-
ists which reproduces all the three bi-joint distributions
in the above table, then the box is realizable even with a
physical experiment in classical world.
However, existence of three-joint probability is not a
necessary condition for physical realizability of such a
probability box. For example, consider unsharp meas-
urements on a two-level quantum system. With suitable
value of unsharpness parameter one can find three ob-
servables that are pairwise jointly measurable but not
triple-wise jointly measurable. In such a scenario one
can obtain a probability box with no tri-joint probability
but having a physical realization [35].
E-principle provides non-trivial constrains that need
to be satisfied by the probability box of Table.I for having
a physical realization. In the single copy level these
constrains are,
P(o1o2|x1x2) + P(o¯2o3|x2x3) + P(o¯1o¯3|x1x3) ≤ 1, (2)
3where o¯i denotes complement of the output oi. Varying
the outputs o¯1, o¯2, and o¯3 we get eight different inequal-
ities. E-principle while applies to k ∈ Z+ copy level im-
poses further non trivial constraint (in general nonlinear
on probabilities) for k > 1 [6]. In this article we mostly
consider the single copy scenario. Whenever a given
probability box violates any of the above inequalities-
(2), it become illegitimate to be a physical probability
distribution. Note that whenever a probability box of
Table-I is obtained from a three-joint distribution as mar-
ginal then it satisfies all the constraints imposed by the
E-principle [36].
The set of three-input two-output distributions satis-
fying ND forms a six dimensional polytope ND. Posit-
ivity conditions of the probabilities configure the fa-
cets of ND. Set of probability distributions satisfy-
ing E-principle at k-level forms the set E k (not convex
in general), with the following set inclusion relation:
...E k+1 ⊆ E k ⊆ E k−1 ⊆ ...E1 ⊆ ND [37]. There ex-
ist eight deterministic boxes satisfying all the above
inequalities-(2), and four non deterministic boxes each
violating two of the exclusivity inequalities-(2) maxim-
ally [36]. These twelve boxes (eight deterministic and
four non deterministic) are the extremal points of the
ND polytope. Note that while the algebraic value of the
left hand side of the expressions in Eq.(2) can takes value
up to 3, the maximal value satisfying ND is limited to
3/2. This is unlike to the bipartite scenario of Clauser-
Horne-Shimony-Holt (CHSH) inequalities [38], where
the algebraic optimal value of the CHSH expression can
be achieved by a NS correlation [27]. Though E k’s are in
general convex sets, only E1 is a polytope lying strictly
within ND. The non-trivial facets of E1 are given by the
inequalities-(2).
From the above discussion it is evident that the con-
straints imposed by E-principle at single copy (k = 1)
level are linear on probabilities, while they are in gen-
eral non linear for higher k and hence E k>1’s are not
polytopes but convex sets. Moreover, for single party
scenario E1 is a proper subset of ND. However, for
bipartite scenario the authors in Ref.[6] have shown that
E-principle (or LO principle) at single copy level and the
NS principle define same set of correlations. In what
follows we show that this result is restrictive in a sense.
We find example of bipartite correlations that satisfy NS
conditions but violate the linear constrains imposed by
E-principle at single copy level. To prove this claim we
use a correlation that was introduced by Garg and Mer-
min in a comparatively old paper [28]. Before proving
our claim, let us first digress on GM correlation a bit.
Garg-Mermin correlation – Arthur Fine in one of
his well known paper established that satisfaction of
Bell/Clauser-Horne inequalities is necessary and suffi-
HHHHHin
out
0A0B 0A1B 1A0B 1A1B
xA1 x
B
1 /x
A
2 x
B
2 (1− c)/2 0 0 (1 + c)/2
Else (1− 3c)/6 1/3 1/3 (1 + 3c)/6
Table II. GM correlations GM(c), where 0 < c ≤ 1/3.
cient conditions for the existence of a joint probability
distribution for the four observables (two on Alice’s
side and two on Bob’s side) involved in the inequalities
[29]. He also suggested that the Bell/Clauser-Horne in-
equalities would be sufficient for more general scenario
involving more than two observables on each side [29].
Garg and Mermin proved Fine’s claim invalid by provid-
ing an explicit set of pair distributions involving three
observables on each side. The GM correlation GM(c) ≡
{P(oAi oBj |xAi xBj ) | oAi , oBj ∈ {0, 1}; i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3}} is given
in the Table-II. The marginal probability distributions for
Alice and Bob are same and read as P(0|xµi ) = (1− c)/2
for µ ∈ {A, B} and i ∈ 1, 2, 3. Clearly, GM(c) satis-
fies the following two features: (i) Joint probability dis-
tribution {P(oµi o
µ
j |x
µ
i x
µ
j )} exists for all the three pairs
ij ∈ {12, 23, 13} and µ ∈ {A, B}. (ii) The three-joint
probability distribution {P(oµ1 oµ2 oµ3 |xµ1 xµ2 xµ3 )} does not
exist, otherwise GM(c) will turns out to be a local cor-
relation [39].
According to the property (i), the most general
form of the three bi-joint probability distribution on
Alice’s/Bob’s side reproducing single marginals com-
patible with GM(c) is given in the Table-III. Given
three single marginal distributions {P(oi|xi)}, with
i = 1, 2, 3, one can always construct a three-joint distri-
bution {P(oµ1 oµ2 oµ3 |xµ1 xµ2 xµ3 )} reproducing the marginals.
Actually the solution for three-joint distribution is not
unique and one trivial example is the product distri-
bution. However, given the three bi-joint probability
distributions as in Table-III existence of a three-joint dis-
tribution reproducing the bi-joints as marginals is not
guaranteed. A general problem of this kind is addressed
by Farkas’s lemma [40]. For our case a straightforward
calculation shows that probability box as in Table-III
HHHHHin
out
00 01 10 11
xµ1 x
µ
2 α (1− c)/2− α (1− c)/2− α c+ α
xµ2 x
µ
3 β (1− c)/2− β (1− c)/2− β c+ β
xµ1 x
µ
3 γ (1− c)/2− γ (1− c)/2− γ c+ γ
Table III. Three bi-joint probability distribution, where µ =
A, B. Positivity conditions imply 0 ≤ α, β,γ ≤ (1− c)/2.
4can be obtained from a three-joint probability distribu-
tion {P(oµ1 oµ2 oµ3 |xµ1 xµ2 xµ3 )} as marginals iff the following
conditions are satisfied:
α+ β+ γ ≥ 1−3c2 ; β+ γ ≤ 1−3c2 ;
α+ β ≤ 1−3c2 ; α+ γ ≤ 1−3c2 . (3)
Similar conditions have also been obtained by A. Fine
in Ref.[41]. According to the property (ii) of the GM
correlation, the distribution in Table-I will be compatible
with GM(c) only when at least one of the above four
conditions is violated. Interestingly, this condition along
with the E-principle is sufficient to rule out the physical
realizability of GM(c) as discussed in next section.
Unphysicality of GM correlation – We are now in a posi-
tion to show that the correlation GM(c) is an unphysical
one. For this we consider the following four different
sets of pairwise exclusive events:
S1 :={(11|xA1 xB1 ), (10|xA2 xB1 ), (00|xA1 xA2 )}, (4a)
S2 :={(11|xA2 xB2 ), (10|xA3 xB2 ), (00|xA2 xA3 )}, (4b)
S3 :={(11|xA1 xB1 ), (10|xA3 xB1 ), (00|xA1 xA3 )}, (4c)
S4 :={(01|xA1 xA2 ), (01|xA2 xA3 ), (10|xA1 xA3 )}. (4d)
Note that here we consider events with two inputs from
same side (each of the last events in the first three sets
and all the events in set S4). This is not illegitimate in
the GM scenario as the bi-joint distributions on each
side do exist. However, considering such kind of events
in the CHSH scenario while establishing unphysicality
of post quantum correlation (like PR box) is illegitimate
as bi-joint distribution on one side does not exist in that
scenario.
E-principle while applies to first three sets of events
implies the constraints α, β,γ ≤ (1− 3c)/6 that all to-
gether further imply
α+ β+ γ ≤ (1− 3c)/2. (5)
The same E-principle while applies to the set S4, implies,
α+ β+ γ ≥ (1− 3c)/2. (6)
Physicality of GM correlation therefore demands α+ β+
γ = (1− 3c)/2. But it contradicts the property (ii) of
GM(c) which tells that at least one of the conditions
in Eq.(3) must be violated for GM correlation. Hence
according to the E-principle the GM correlation cannot
be a physical one. It is worth mentioning that in 1996
Horodecki and Horodecki proved that no quantum state
of two spin-1/2 particles subjected to direct spin meas-
urements generates GM(c). But, they did not exclude
the possibility of physical meaning of the GM distri-
butions with more sophisticated experiments. But, our
work constitute the strongest possible no-go result in
this direction as it negates any such possibility.
Discussions – Specker first pointed out that there are
probability theories consistent with Kolmogorov’s ax-
ioms that do not satisfy the E-principle [1]. Later Cabello
has brought it out in notice that he actually considered E-
principle as a fundamental principle of quantum theory
[16]. While implications of this principle in explaining
limited behavior of nonlocality (bipartite and multipart-
ite scenario) and contextuality in quantum theory, here
we studied it in the simplest scenario involving only
three inputs each with two outcomes. In this scenario,
we have found all the restrictions imposed by this prin-
ciple at single copy level which need to be satisfied by
a general ND probability distribution to be physical.
However, satisfaction of all these restrictions does not
guarantees physicality of the probability box. Moreover,
as shown in Ref.[37], even satisfaction of the hierarchy
of restrictions imposed by this principle at multi-copy
level does not guarantees physicality of a probability
box. An interesting research direction for future may be
finding possible connection of this research to quantum
logic, in particular to the recent result of Ref.[42]. As
an application of our study we show the unphysicality
of GM correlation. The method we apply to do so also
establishes a kind of limitation to the claim that local
orthogonality principle at single copy level is equival-
ent to no-signaling condition [6, 25]. At this point it
is worthwhile to mention that though our result neg-
ates physicality of GM correlation, it does not invalidate
Garg-Mermin criticism to Fine’s suggestions. GM actu-
ally addressed a different question: given any set of pair
distributions for various pairs of two-valued random
variables, can there exist a single higher order distribu-
tion that returns all the pairs as marginals? Whereas
Fine result established that the Bell-CH inequalities are
necessary and sufficient for such a higher order distri-
bution when there are just four pair distributions (two
inputs at each side), GM construction proved insuffi-
ciency of Bell-CH inequalities when there are nine pair
distributions (three inputs at each side). The unphysic-
ality of Popescu-Rohrlich [27] correlation has initiated
an interesting research direction that motivated people
to introduce various new principles [43]. Unphysicality
of nine pair GM distribution as established in this work
may also lead to some new inquisitive results. It will be
also instructive to find whether Garg-Mermin criticism
of Fine’s suggestion can be established by a correlation
realizable in quantum world.
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Appendix: No-Disturbance polytope – ND
Consider a monopartite system with three inputs
{x1, x2, x3} with two outputs o ∈ {0, 1} for each observ-
able, with bi-distribution of the kind {P(oi, oj|xixj)}i<j,
such that i, j ∈ {1, 2, 3} and {oi, oj} ∈ {0, 1}, exists. The
normalization condition,
∑
oi ,oj
P(oi, oj|xixj) = 1, ∀xi, xj (7)
and no-disturbance (ND) condition,
P(o1|x1) :=∑
o2
P(o1o2|x1x2) =∑
o3
P(o1o3|x1x3), ∀xi, xj,
(8)
together contributes six independent constraints with
three constraints from each. Thus the set of these prob-
abilities forms a 6 dimensional convex polytope ND
with 12 vertices. Out of 12 vertices of ND, 8 are determ-
inistic boxes {Di | i = 1, ..., 8} which assigns definite
values to each input, and 4 are indeterministic boxes
{Ij | j = 1, ..., 4}. These deterministic boxes are given in
Table IV, and indeterministic ones are given in Table V.
The Exclusivity principle at single copy level imposes
the following sets of non-trivial constraints:
P(00|x1x2) + P(10|x2x3) + P(11|x1x3) ≤ 1, (9a)
P(00|x1x2) + P(11|x2x3) + P(10|x1x3) ≤ 1, (9b)
P(01|x1x2) + P(00|x2x3) + P(11|x1x3) ≤ 1, (9c)
P(01|x1x2) + P(01|x2x3) + P(10|x1x3) ≤ 1, (9d)
P(10|x1x2) + P(10|x2x3) + P(01|x1x3) ≤ 1, (9e)
P(10|x1x2) + P(11|x2x3) + P(00|x1x3) ≤ 1, (9f)
P(11|x1x2) + P(00|x2x3) + P(01|x1x3) ≤ 1, (9g)
P(11|x1x2) + P(01|x2x3) + P(00|x1x3) ≤ 1. (9h)
All of the eight deterministic extremal points of ND
satisfy all of the constraints, i.e., Eqs.(9a)-(9h). On the
other hand, each of the indeterministic boxes violates
two of theses above constraints. For example the in-
deterministic box I1 violates the constraints (9b) and
(9g). Note that the violation amount goes up to 3/2, and
this is the maximal violation of the above constraints
by any ND probability box. If we consider mixture of
indeterministic box I1 and completely random boxW ,
i.e., pI1 + (1− p)W , then the constraints (9b) and (9g)
will be violated whenever p > 1/3.
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6 D7 D8
P00|x1x2 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
P01|x1x2 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
P10|x1x2 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
P11|x1x2 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
P00|x2x3 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
P01|x2x3 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0
P10|x2x3 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0
P11|x2x3 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1
P00|x1x3 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
P01|x1x3 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0
P10|x1x3 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 0
P11|x1x3 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1
Table IV. The 8 deterministic boxes Di. Tri-joint probability
distributions exists for each of the boxes.
I1 I2 I3 I4
P00|x1x2 1/2 1/2 0 0
P01|x1x2 0 0 1/2 1/2
P10|x1x2 0 0 1/2 1/2
P11|x1x2 1/2 1/2 0 0
P00|x2x3 1/2 0 1/2 0
P01|x2x3 0 1/2 0 1/2
P10|x2x3 0 1/2 0 1/2
P11|x2x3 1/2 0 1/2 0
P00|x1x3 0 1/2 1/2 0
P01|x1x3 1/2 0 0 1/2
P10|x1x3 1/2 0 0 1/2
P11|x1x3 0 1/2 1/2 0
Table V. The 4 indeterministic boxes Ij. No tri-joint probability
distributions exists for any of theses boxes.
